
DNIPRO: The toll from a devastating Russian strike on
Dnipro rose to 40 on Monday, as more bodies were
pulled from the debris of one of Russia’s deadliest
attacks since its invasion. Residents gathered to watch
as cranes removed collapsing sections of the Soviet-
style residential building that was ripped open by the
strike in central Ukraine on Saturday. The emergency
services gave the new toll specifying that three children
were among those dead and that 34 people were still
unaccounted for. The Kremlin claimed to reporters its
forces were not responsible and pointed to an unsub-
stantiated theory circulating on social media that
Ukrainian air defence systems had caused the damage.

“The Russian armed forces do not strike residential
buildings or social infrastructure. They strike military
targets,” Kremlin spokesman Dmitry Peskov said.
Ukraine leader Volodymyr Zelensky said late Sunday
that search operations would go on as long as neces-
sary and condemned Russia’s “cowardly silence” over
the attack. EU presidency holder Sweden condemned

“in the strongest terms” the attack, with Prime Minister
Ulf Kristersson telling reporters that “intentional attacks
against civilians are war crimes”.

‘Defensive’ Belarus drills 
The rising cost of the strike came as Russia and its

close ally Belarus announced the beginning of new
joint military drills. Belarus, which has been a key ally
to Russia throughout the conflict, allowed Moscow’s
forces to launch their invasion from Belarusian territo-
ry last February. Its defence ministry said the air force
exercises would involve joint “tactical” flights and that
every airfield in Belarus would be involved. “The exer-
cise is purely defensive in nature,” Pavel Muraveyko,
first deputy state secretary of Belarus’s Security
Council, said in remarks carried Sunday by the
defence ministry.

The Institute for the Study of War, based in the
United States, said in an analytical note Monday that
the risk of a new offensive from Belarus was “low” and

“the risk of Belarusian direct involvement was very
low”. Meanwhile, UN atomic watchdog chief Rafael
Grossi was expected in Ukraine on Monday to deploy
observer missions at nuclear power plants across the
country that have been a key concern throughout
Russia’s invasion. “I’m proud to lead this mission to
Ukraine, where we’re deploying in all of the country’s
NPPs (nuclear power plants) to provide assistance in
nuclear safety and security,” he said on Twitter. Ukraine
in recent weeks has been pressing Western backers to
supply its forces with advanced tanks, in particular the
German-designed Leopard model.

Observer teams at nuclear plants 
German Defence Minister Christine Lambrecht

resigned on Monday after months of heavy criticism
over Berlin’s stuttering response to the war in Ukraine.
Britain this weekend pledged 14 Challenger 2 tanks to
Ukraine, which would make it the first Western country
to supply the heavy tanks Kyiv has been calling for.

Peskov, the Kremlin’s spokesperson, told reporters
Monday that fighting in Ukraine would continue with or
without the deliveries. “These tanks are burning and will
burn,” he said. NATO Secretary General Jens
Stoltenberg said in an interview with German media on
Sunday that “recent pledges for heavy warfare equip-
ment are important-and I expect more in the near
future”.

Separately on Monday, Ukraine officials said that
Russian forces had continued shelling the southern city
of Kherson, which was recaptured by Kyiv’s forces late
last year. The regional governor Yaroslav Yanushevych
said one woman was killed in an attack on a residential
building and that Russian forces also damaged an emp-
ty children’s hospital.

In Crimea, the Ukrainian Black Sea peninsula
annexed by Russia in 2014, the Moscow-appointed offi-
cial responsible for the military city Sevastopol said
Russian forces had downed seven drones over the last
24 hours. — AFP
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‘Russian armed forces do not strike residential buildings or social infrastructure’

DNIPRO: Rescuers work on a residential building destroyed after a missile strike in Dnipro. — AFP

Ukraine missile toll rises to 40 

Hopes of survivors in
Nepal plane crash ‘nil’
POKHARA: Nepali rescue workers scoured a debris-
strewn ravine Monday for three missing bodies from the
mangled wreckage of a plane that crashed with 72 peo-
ple on board, with hopes of any survivors now “nil”,
according to authorities.

The Yeti Airlines ATR 72 plummeted into the steep
gorge, smashed into pieces and burst into flames as it
approached the central city of Pokhara on Sunday
morning, in Nepal’s worst aviation disaster since 1992.

The cause of the crash was not yet known but a
video on social media-verified by AFP partner ESN-
showed the twin-propeller aircraft banking suddenly
and sharply to the left as it approached Pokhara airport.
A loud explosion followed. Nepal, which has a poor
record on air safety, observed a day of mourning on
Monday for the victims.

Soldiers used ropes and stretchers to retrieve bodies
from the 300-metre (1,000-foot) deep ravine late into
the night, with recovery efforts continuing throughout
Monday. Officials said 69 bodies had been recovered so
far, with autopsies on 24 ongoing. The plane was carry-
ing 68 passengers and four crew when it went down.

“We pray for a miracle. But, the hope of finding any-
one alive is nil,” senior local official Tek Bahadur KC
told AFP. Debris from the airliner was strewn across the
crash site, including the mangled remains of passenger
seats and the plane’s white-coloured fuselage.

‘In pain’ 
Raj Dhungana, the uncle of one of the plane’s pas-

sengers, 23-year-old Sangita Shahi, told AFP outside a
hospital in Pokhara that his whole family “is in pain”. He
described a “very talented” young woman who was a
student in Kathmandu, and also ran a makeup studio
and worked on an online business platform on the side.

“God has taken away such a nice person,” he said.
The passenger manifest included five Indians, four
Russians, two South Koreans, and one person each from
Argentina, Australia, France and Ireland. The rest were
Nepalis. “Incredibly sad news,” Australian Prime
Minister Anthony Albanese tweeted. Indian premier
Narendra Modi also expressed his condolences.

The ATR 72 was on a flight from the capital
Kathmandu and hit the ground between Pokhara’s
brand-new international airport and the old domestic
one shortly before 11:00 am (0515 GMT) on Sunday. “I
was walking when I heard a loud blast, like a bomb went
off,” said witness Arun Tamu, 44, who was around 500
metres away and who live-streamed video of the blaz-
ing wreckage on social media. “A few of us rushed to
see if we can rescue anybody. I saw at least two women
were breathing. The fire was getting very intense and it
made it difficult for us to approach closer,” the former
soldier told AFP. It was unclear if anyone on the ground
was injured. Aviation expert Greg Waldon told AFP that,
from the video shared on social media, it appeared the
plane may have had a “wing stall”, meaning one wing
suddenly stopped providing lift. “When you’re at low
altitude and you have an event like that... it’s major trou-
ble,” Waldon, Asia managing editor at industry publica-
tion FlightGlobal, told AFP.—AFP

Italy nabs fugitive
Mafia boss Denaro
PALERMO: Italian anti-mafia police caught Sicilian
godfather Matteo Messina Denaro on Monday, ending a
30-year manhunt for Italy’s most wanted fugitive. A
ruthless operator who once reportedly boasted he
could “fill a cemetery” with his victims, the 60-year-old
Messina Denaro was a leading figure in Cosa Nostra,
the real-life Sicilian crime syndicate depicted in the
Godfather movies.

The mobster was nabbed “inside a health facility in
Palermo, where he had gone for therapeutic treatment”,
special operations commander Pasquale Angelosanto
said in a police statement. He had been undergoing
periodic treatment for colon cancer under a false name,
and did not resist arrest, ANSA news agency said.

Criminology expert Anna Sergi at the University of
Essex said Messina Denaro was “the last one, the most
resilient one, the ‘purest’ Sicilian mafioso remaining”.
“The secrets he is said to keep fuel conspiracies around
mafia-state agreements in the 1990s,” she told AFP. “He
is the essence of the great historical power of Cosa
Nostra. The myths around his period on the run are part
of the reason why the Mafia myth endures.”

Prime Minister Giorgia Meloni said Messina Denaro
was the “most significant” mafia boss and his arrest in
his native Sicily was a “great victory” for the state in its
war against organised crime. Police images showed him
being escorted by officers to a waiting vehicle, wearing
a cream hat, sunglasses and a brown leather jacket with
a cream sheepskin lining. Before that, the only known
photo of him dated back to the early 1990s. He had
been on the run since 1993. His first words to police
were “I’m Matteo Messina Denaro”, ANSA reported.
Locals could be seen cheering and applauding in the
rain as he was driven away. Messina Denaro was arrest-
ed a day after the 30th anniversary of the arrest of
Salvatore “The Beast” Riina, the Cosa Nostra boss who
died in 2017. He had been number one on Italy’s most-
wanted list, accused of mafia association, multiple mur-
ders and use of explosives.—AFP

EU parliament 
chief to unveil 
new reforms 
STRASBOURG: The president of the European
Parliament will seek Monday to get ahead of a graft
scandal that has rocked the legislature, by officially
unveiling a series of reforms to clean up the multina-
tional assembly.

But many MEPs and observers believe the
changes to be presented by Roberta Metsola don’t
go far enough to be able to restore credibility in the
institution. The parliament has been the focus of
intense scrutiny since the scandal broke open a
month ago with the arrest of one of Metsola’s 14
vice-presidents after Belgian police raided homes
and offices of several MEPs, former MEPs, parlia-
mentary aides and heads of NGOs that dealt with
lawmakers.

Belgian prosecutors are investigating alleged
graft in the European Parliament benefitting Qatar
and Morocco. The police raids turned up 1.5 million
euros ($1.6 million) in cash. Qatar has denied having
any role in any wrongdoing in the case. Morocco
says it is the target of unjustified “media attacks”
over the allegations.

Metsola’s arrested vice-president Eva Kaili, a
Greek MEP who has since lost that high parliamen-
tary position, also has said through her lawyer that
she knew nothing about cash found at her home.
Kaili remains in custody with three other suspects:
Kaili’s boyfriend Francesco Giorgi, who was a par-
liamentary aide; former MEP Pier Antonio Panzeri;
and Niccolo Figa-Talamanca, head of an NGO sus-
pected of making payments to MEPs. The three
male suspects are all Italian. According to a Belgian
media report, Giorgi has made a confession. All four
are charged in Belgium with “criminal organisation,
corruption and money laundering”. Greece and Italy
have launched their own investigations.

Metsola has vowed to act swiftly to “strengthen
integrity, independence and accountability” in the
parliament. She has also said the graft scandal
showed “European democracy is under attack”. On
Monday, Metsola will kick off the parliament’s first
plenary session of 2023 in Strasbourg, eastern
France, by formally announcing measures which
have aready been trailed.

These include restricting parliamentary access
for former MEPs; registering outside individuals
who lobby, meet or speak at the parliament; a public
MEPs’ registry of gifts and travel received; and pun-
ishment for breaches. Yet legal experts and some
senior MEPs have voiced scepticism that those
steps go far enough.—AFP

POKHARA: Rescuers pull the body of a victim who died in a Yeti Airlines plane crash in Pokhara on January
16, 2023. — AFP

ROME: A handout picture from Italian Carabinieri
Press Office, released by ANSA on January 16, 2023
shows Italian police reconstructions of the face of
fugitive Sicilian godfather Matteo Messina Denaro,
caught by Italian anti-mafia police. — AFP


